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In the fundamental laws of physics, gauge fields mediate the interaction between charged particles.
An example is quantum electrodynamics—the theory of electrons interacting with the electromagnetic
field—based on U(1) gauge symmetry. Solving such gauge theories is in general a hard problem for
classical computational techniques. While quantum computers suggest a way forward, it is difficult
to build large-scale digital quantum devices required for complex simulations. Here, we propose a
fully scalable analog quantum simulator of a U(1) gauge theory in one spatial dimension. To engineer
the local gauge symmetry, we employ inter-species spin-changing collisions in an atomic mixture.
We demonstrate the experimental realization of the elementary building block as a key step towards
a platform for large-scale quantum simulations of continuous gauge theories.
Continuous gauge symmetries are a cornerstone of our
fundamental description of quantum physics as encoded in
the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The presence of
a gauge symmetry implies a concerted dynamics of matter
and gauge fields that is subject to local symmetry con-
straints at each point in space and time [1]. To uncover
the complex dynamical properties of such highly con-
strained quantum many-body systems requires enormous
computational resources. This difficulty is stimulating
great efforts to quantum simulate these systems, i.e., to
solve their dynamics using highly controlled experimental
setups with synthetic quantum systems [2–4]. While first
experimental breakthroughs have been achieved [5–8],
the realization of scalable quantum simulators for gauge
theories remains highly challenging.
Our aim is the implementation of a continuous U(1)
gauge theory, such as realized in quantum electrodynam-
ics, in a scalable and highly tunable platform. We base
our setup on inter-species spin-changing collisions in an
atomic mixture and propose an extended implementation
scheme where the spin-changing collisions are isolated
in single wells of an optical lattice. Thus, each well con-
stitutes an elementary building block that includes the
gauge-invariant interaction between matter and gauge
fields. This configuration decisively improves the involved
time scales as compared to previous proposals, where spin-
changing collisions had to be accompanied by hopping
across different sites of the optical lattice [9–12].
Based on this modular approach, we experimentally
demonstrate the engineering of the elementary building
block, demonstrate its high tunability, and verify its faith-
ful representation of the desired model. Since repetitions
of this elementary unit can be connected using laser-
assisted tunneling, our results pave the way for future
setups to flexibly realize extended gauge systems.
Scalability is an important ingredient for realistic appli-
cations to gauge field theory problems. Digital quantum
simulations of gauge theories based on a Trotterized time
evolution on a universal quantum computer, such as first
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Figure 1. Engineering a gauge theory. (A) Structure of
a lattice gauge theory. Matter fields reside on sites, gauge
fields on the links in-between. (B) Proposed implementation
of the extended system. Individual building blocks consist
of long spins (representing gauge fields) and matter states,
whose interaction constitutes a local U(1) symmetry. An
array of building blocks in an optical lattice is connected
via laser-assisted tunneling. (C) Experimental realization of
the elementary building block. Gauge (sodium) and matter
(lithium) states reside in a single well. The gauge-invariant in-
teraction is realized by heteronuclear spin-changing collisions.
realized using trapped ions [5] or with superconducting
qubits [6], are challenging to scale up. This difficulty
makes analog quantum simulators, as treated here, highly
attractive, since they can be scaled up while still main-
taining excellent quantum coherence [13–18].
In the past years, ultracold atoms have become a well-
established platform for mimicking condensed-matter
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2systems with external classical electric and magnetic
fields [19]. Techniques have been demonstrated for im-
buing these fields with their own quantum dynamics by
Floquet engineering in single-species atomic gases [7, 20],
and a first experiment has aimed at the realization of a
discrete (Z2) gauge symmetry in a minimal model [8].
At the same time, advances in cold atomic mixtures
offer an exciting perspective, since mixtures naturally
realize dynamical background fields for moving particles,
as has been demonstrated in experiments on polaron
phenomena [21, 22] and the phononic Lamb shift [23].
These systems possess global U(1) symmetries related
to the conservation of total magnetization and atom
number [24]. However, a gauge theory is based on a
local symmetry. Our implementation scheme restricts the
dynamics – such that all corresponding local constraints
in space and time are respected – through a combination
of spin-changing collisions in atomic mixtures and optical-
lattice engineering.
We specify our proposal for a one-dimensional gauge
theory on a spatial lattice, as visualized in Fig. 1A.
Charged matter fields reside on the lattice sites n, with
gauge fields on the links in-between the sites [25]. We
consider two-component matter fields labeled ‘p’ and
‘v’, which are described by the operators (bˆn,p, bˆn,v). To
realize the gauge fields with the atomic system, we em-
ploy the quantum link formulation [26–28], where the
gauge fields are replaced by quantum mechanical spins
Lˆn, labeling link operators by the index of the site to the
left. In this formulation, the spin z-component Lˆn,z can
be identified with a discrete ‘electric’ field. We recover
the continuous gauge fields of the original quantum field
theory in a controlled way by working in the limit of long
spins [11].
Physically, this system of charged matter and gauge
fields can be realized in a mixture of two atomic Bose–
Einstein condensates (BECs) with two internal compo-
nents each (in our experiment, we use 7Li and 23Na). An
extended system can be obtained by use of an optical
lattice. In our scheme, we abandon the one-to-one corre-
spondence between the sites of the simulated lattice gauge
theory and the sites of the optical-lattice simulator. This
correspondence characterized previous proposals and ne-
cessitated physically placing the gauge fields in-between
matter sites [9–12]. Instead, as illustrated in Fig. 1B,
here one site of the physical lattice hosts two matter
components, each taken from one adjacent site (bˆn+1,p
and bˆn,v), as well as the link (Lˆn).
The enhanced physical overlap in this configuration
decisively improves time scales of the spin-changing colli-
sions, which up to now was a major limiting factor for
experimental implementations. Moreover, a single well of
the optical lattice already contains the essential processes
between matter and gauge fields, and thus represents
an elementary building block of the lattice gauge theory.
These building blocks can be coupled by laser-assisted
tunneling of the matter fields.
The Hamiltonian Hˆ =
∑
n[Hˆn + h¯Ω(bˆ
†
n,pbˆn,v + h.c.)]
μ
F = 2
τ
τ
Figure 2. Tunability of the initial conditions. The nor-
malized spin z-component Lz/L of
23Na atoms as a function
of the preparation pulse length, which shows that the gauge
field can be tuned experimentally over the entire possible
range. Simultaneously, the particle number Np/N of
7Li is
kept in the vacuum state. The inset shows a sketch of the
experimental protocol used for tuning the initial conditions.
of the extended system can thus be decomposed into the
elementary building-block Hamiltonian Hˆn and the laser-
assisted tunneling (with Raman frequency ∼ Ω). Here,
Hˆn reads (writing bˆp ≡ bˆn+1,p, bˆv ≡ bˆn,v, and Lˆ ≡ Lˆn)
Hˆn/h¯ = χLˆ
2
z +
∆
2
(
bˆ†pbˆp − bˆ†vbˆv
)
+ λ
(
bˆ†pLˆ−bˆv + bˆ
†
vLˆ+bˆp
)
. (1)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1), which
is proportional to the parameter χ, describes the energy
of the gauge field, while the second term ∼ ∆ sets the
energy difference between the two matter components.
The last term ∼ λ describes the U(1) invariant coupling
between matter and gauge fields, which is essential to
retain the local U(1) gauge symmetry of the Hamiltonian
Hˆ (see SM for more details).
We implement the elementary building block Hamilto-
nian Hˆn with a mixture of 300× 103 sodium and 50× 103
lithium atoms as sketched in Fig. 1C (see SM for details).
Both species are kept in an optical dipole trap such that
the external trapping potential is spin-insensitive for both
species. An external magnetic bias field of B ≈ 2 G sup-
presses any spin change energetically, such that only the
two Zeeman levels, mF = 0 and 1, of the F = 1 hyperfine
ground state manifolds are populated during the exper-
iment. The 23Na states are labelled as |↑〉 = |mF = 0〉
and |↓〉 = |mF = 1〉, on which the spin operator Lˆ associ-
ated to the gauge field acts. The first term of (1) is then
identified with the one-axis twisting Hamiltonian [29, 30].
We label the 7Li states as ‘particle’ |p〉 = |mF = 0〉 and
‘vacuum’ |v〉 = |mF = 1〉, in accordance with the matter
field operators bˆp and bˆv. With this identification, the
second term arises from energy shifts due to the exter-
nal magnetic field and density interactions. Finally, the
term ∼ λ is physically implemented by heteronuclear
spin-changing interactions [31].
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Figure 3. Dynamics of particle production. (A) The
number density distribution in state |p〉 as a function of time
for Lz/L = −0.188. (B) The corresponding particle number
Np/N . The blue circles give the experimental values with bars
indicating the statistical error on the mean. The red curve is
the theoretical mean-field prediction of Hamiltonian (1) with
parameters determined from a fit of the data in Fig. 4A and
phenomenological damping. The shaded area indicates the
experimental noise floor. The dashed line marks the time of
30ms as it is used for the experimental sequence generating
the data in Fig. 4.
The resulting setup is highly tunable, as we now demon-
strate experimentally on the building block. We achieve
tunability of the gauge field through a two-pulse Rabi
coupling of the Na atoms between |↓〉 and |↑〉 using an
intermediate |F = 2〉 state, which yields a desired value
of Lz/L = (N↑ −N↓)/(N↑ +N↓) (Fig. 2). At the same
time, we keep the 7Li atoms in |v〉, corresponding to the
initial vacuum of the matter sector at ∆→∞, with <∼ 1%
detected in |p〉 (see Fig. 2).
If the gauge invariant coupling is turned off by removing
the Na atoms from the trap, we observe no dynamics in
the matter sector beyond the detection noise. On the
other hand, once the gauge field is present, the matter
sector clearly undergoes a transfer from |v〉 to |p〉 for
proper initial conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 3A for an
initialization to Lz/L = −0.188 at a magnetic field of
BA = 2.118(2) G [32]. This observation demonstrates
the controlled operation of heteronuclear spin-changing
collisions implementing the gauge-invariant dynamics in
the experiment.
To quantify our observations, we extract the ratio
Np/N , with N = Np + Nv, as a function of time as
presented in Fig. 3B. We observe non-zero Np/N , de-
scribing ‘particle production’, on a timescale of few tens
of ms, with up to 6% of the total N being transferred to
|p〉. This value is consistent with our expectations from
conservation of the initial energy E0/h¯ = χL
2
z −∆Nv/2,
from which we estimate a maximum amplitude on the
order of a few percent. Due to the much larger 23Na
condensate, the expected corresponding change in Lz/L
is ∼ 2%, which is currently not detectable with our imag-
ing routine (see SM for details). Coherent oscillations in
Np/N are seen to persist for about 100 ms.
We display NP /N over the entire range of initial Lz in
Fig. 4, keeping a fixed time of 30 ms. The upper panel A
corresponds to the same experimental setting as in Fig. 3.
A clear resonance for particle production can be seen
around Lz/L ' −0.5, approximately captured by the
resonance condition 2χLz ∼ ∆ (see SM for details). The
asymmetry of the resonance is a clear manifestation of the
nonlinearity of the dynamics. As we reduce the magnetic
field B, presented in Fig. 4B-D, we observe a shift of the
resonant particle production together with a reduction in
amplitude, which continues to be qualitatively captured
by the resonance condition 2χLz ∼ ∆. The maximal
amplitude of the particle production is necessarily reduced
by the conservation of total magnetization as the resonant
peak is pushed closer to Lz/L = −1. For fields that
are smaller than Bmin ≈ 1.96 G, the matter field and
gauge field dynamics become too off-resonant and particle
production can no longer be observed.
We compare the experimental results to the mean-
field predictions of Hamiltonian (1) for chosen χ, λ and
∆(Lz, B) = ∆0 +∆LLz/L+∆B(B−BA)/BA (see SM for
the origin of the dependence on the magnetic field B and
the initial spin Lz). A first-principle calculation of these
model parameters, using only experimental input of our
setup, yields χth/2pi ≈ 21.42 mHz, λth/2pi ≈ 123.7µHz,
∆th0 /2pi ≈ −31 Hz, ∆thL /2pi ≈ 6.546 kHz and ∆thB /2pi ≈
−1.669 kHz. These values are obtained by neglecting any
residual spatial dynamics [33] of the atomic clouds within
the trapping potential, which renormalizes the model
parameters. Moreover, the mean-field approximation
cannot capture the decoherence observed in Fig. 3 at
later times. However, the features of the resonance data
in Fig. 4 are more robust against the decoherence as it
probes the initial rise of particle production.
We include the decoherence into the model phenomeno-
logically by implementing a damping term characterized
by γ/2pi = 3.54(94) Hz, which is determined by an expo-
nential envelope fit to the data of Fig. 3B. Fixing γ, the
best agreement (solid red line) with the data in Fig. 4A is
obtained for χ/2pi = 8.802(8) mHz, λ/2pi = 16.4(6)µHz,
∆0/2pi = −4.8(16) Hz and ∆L/2pi = 2.681(1) kHz. The
prediction with these model parameters shows excel-
lent agreement with the data in Fig. 3B (red line)
for all times observed. Remarkably, our established
model also describes the data in Fig. 4B-D by including
∆B/2pi = −519.3(3) Hz (see SM). Compared to the ab-
initio estimates, all fitted values have the expected sign
and lie in the same order of magnitude.
Our results demonstrate the controlled operation of an
elementary building block of a U(1) gauge theory, and
thus open the door for large-scale implementations of
lattice gauge theories in atomic mixtures. The resulting
extended gauge theory will enable the observation of rel-
evant phenomena such as plasma oscillations or resonant
particle production in strong-field QED [34]. Along the
path to the relativistic gauge theories realized in nature,
we will replace bosonic 7Li with fermionic 6Li, which
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Figure 4. Resonant particle production. (A-D) The
number of produced particles as a function of initially pre-
pared Lz/L after 30ms for different bias magnetic fields. Blue
circles are experimental values with bars indicating the error
on the mean. The red curve in (A) arises from the theoret-
ical model using the best estimate values of χ, λ, ∆0 and
∆L. The remaining curves in (B-D) are computed using the
same parameters including ∆B . The shaded area indicates
confidence intervals of the fit from bootstrap resampling. The
dashed line in (A) indicates the Lz/L value corresponding to
the time evolution shown in Fig. 3.
will allow for the recovery of Lorentz-invariance in the
continuum limit.
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6Supplementary Material
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
We prepare a mixture of bosonic 23Na and 7Li in a sin-
gle crossed optical dipole trap from a far red detuned laser
with 1064 nm wavelength. The atoms experience trapping
frequencies of (ωx, ωy, ωz)Na ≈ 2pi× (243, 180, 410)Hz for
sodium and (ωx, ωy, ωz)Li = 2.08 × (ωx, ωy, ωz)Na for
lithium. To maximize the spatial overlap of the two
individual clouds, we align the direction of strongest
confinement in gravity direction whereby reducing the dif-
ferential gravitational sag to approximately 1.1µm. The
atomic clouds are evaporatively cooled to Bose Einstein
condensation and contain about 300 ×103 23Na atoms
and 50 ×103 7Li atoms respectively.
For the spin exchange dynamics we take into ac-
count the following sublevels of the Hyperfine ground-
state: |↓〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 , |↑〉 = |F = 1,mF = 0〉
for sodium, as well as |v〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 , |p〉 =
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 for lithium. We apply an offset mag-
netic field of BA = 2.118(2)G, which lifts the degeneracy
of the magnetically sensitive states. Moreover around
B0 the level spacing of both species approach each other
at (E|↑〉 − E|↓〉)/h¯ ≈ (E|p〉 − E|v〉)/h¯ ∼ 1.45 MHz, ener-
getically allowing heteronuclear spin transfer. Detailed
information about the scattering lengths in our system is
given in section B.
At the beginning of the experimental sequence the
atoms are prepared in |↓〉 and |v〉 respectively, supressing
any spin exchange due to conservation of magnetization.
We initiate the spin dynamics by quenching sodium into
a desired superposition of |↑〉 and |↓〉. To ensure that
lithium stays spin polarized during the quench, instead of
direct radiofrequency transfer we couple the sodium states
with a two pulse microwave transition sequence using the
sodium|F = 2,mF = 0〉 state as an intermediate state.
The first pulse is of variable length, driving population
from |↓〉 to the intermediate state with a Rabi frequency
of 2pi × 2.5 kHz. The second pulse is fixed to 100µs
(corresponding to a pi-pulse) and subsequently drives the
population from the intermediate state to |↑〉. The total
length of the pulse sequence is at most 300µs, which
is at least one order of magnitude faster than the spin
dynamics we observe in our experiment. The initial
superposition quench causes undesired external dynamics
of the sodium cloud due to the two states |↑〉 and |↓〉
being immiscible [33]. This leads to relative motion of
the two sodium spin components within the trap after the
superposition quench. Our observation time is limited
by losses in the |↑〉 state, leading to a lifetime of the |↑〉
population of about 560 ms for the data shown in Fig. 3.
After an evolution time of up to 100 ms we switch
off the trapping potential and perform a Stern Gerlach
sequence, where a magnetic field gradient is applied across
the atom’s position for 1.5 ms that separates the magnetic
substates spatially. After a free expansion time of 3 ms
(sodium) and 2 ms (lithium) the two spin states of each
species are separated by approximately 130µm. Then we
use absorption imaging to detect the spatial distribution
of both species on two individual CCD cameras. The
information about the population of substates is then
extracted from the images by integrating the density
distribution of the individual spin components.
The observable in the experiment is the relative lithium
atom number population Np/N . For lithium being ini-
tially spin polarized in |v〉, atoms transferred to |p〉 are
the signature of spin changing collisions. The main source
of detection noise for this observable are fringe patterns
on the images which are resulting from diffraction and
interference in the imaging path. To account for those
we postprocess the lithium absorption images by apply-
ing a fringe removal algorithm [S1], which reduces the
experimental noise floor below 1% (see Fig. 3B).
Due to the 6 times higher sodium atom number the
relative change between the population of |↑〉 and |↓〉
resulting from spin changing collisions is expected to be
at most 1%. This change can currently not be detected
with our imaging routine. Main limitation are the external
dynamics of the sodium spin components in the trap after
the initial quench. This results in strong variation of the
density distribution of the individual sodium components
which our imaging calibration is systematically sensitive
to [S2].
The observable Np/N is obtained as an average from a
statistical ensemble of multiple experimental realizations.
Each data point shown in Figs. 3 and 4 corresponds to at
least three and ten measurements, respectively. The data
displayed in Fig. 4 is binned in 5% intervals of Lz/L.
MICROSCOPIC HAMILTONIAN
In our experiments, we work with two internal spin
states, mF = 0, 1, each from the spin Fs = 1 manifold of
the two Bose gases, s = N,L (23Na and 7Li in our case).
The total Hamiltonian, H = H0 +H1, of the combined
system splits into free, H0 = HN +HL, and interaction,
H1 = HNN +HLL +HNL, parts [S3] [24]. The free parts
have the form
Hˆs =
∫
d3x
∑
α
ψˆ†s,α(x)Hˆs,α (x) ψˆs,α (x) , (S1a)
Hˆs,α (x) = −∇
2
x
2ms
+ Vs(x) + Es,α(B) . (S1b)
7Here, ms denotes the atomic masses, Vs is the trapping
potential and Es,α(B) is the Zeeman shift in the presence
of an external magnetic field B, given by the Breit-Rabi
formula. The field operators ψˆs,α(x) fulfill bosonic com-
mutation relations
[
ψˆs,α(x), ψˆ
†
s′,β(y)
]
= δss′δαβδ (x− y),
where α, β ∈ {0, 1} denote the mF states.
The intra-species and inter-species interactions which
are spin-conserving are described by
Hˆss =
1
2
∫
d3x
∑
α,β
gsαβ ψˆ
†
s,α(x)ψˆ
†
s,β(x)ψˆs,β(x)ψˆs,α(x) ,
(S2a)
HˆNL =
∫
d3x
∑
α,β
gMixαβ ψˆ
†
N,α(x)ψˆ
†
L,β(x)ψˆL,β(x)ψˆN,α(x) ,
(S2b)
where the interaction constants gsαβ =
4pih¯2
ms
asαβ and
gMixαβ =
2pih¯2
µ a
Mix
αβ are determined by the following scat-
tering lengths: aN11 = a
N
10 = a
N
01 = 55aB, a
N
00 = 53aB,
aL11 = a
L
10 = a
L
01 = 6.8aB, a
L
00 = 12.5aB [24] and
aMix00 = a
Mix
10 = a
Mix
01 = 19.65aB, a
Mix
11 = 20aB [S4].
The hetero-nuclear spin-changing collisions are described
by
HˆSCC = g
SCC
∫
d3xψ†N,0(x)ψ
†
L,1(x)ψN,1(x)ψL,0(x)
+ h.c. (S3)
with the interaction strength gSCC = 2pih¯
2
µ aSCC and
scattering length aSCC = 0.35aB [S4].
PROPOSED EXTENDED GAUGE THEORY
We propose to implement an extended U(1) gauge
theory in one spatial dimension as follows. Starting
from the microscopic Hamiltonian a deep optical lat-
tice localizes the atomic clouds on individual lattice wells
n. Expanding the field operators into localized Wan-
nier functions, ψˆs,α =
∑
n bˆs,α,nΦs,α,n(x), we first per-
form the spatial integration to obtain a tight-binding
Hamiltonian. For a sufficiently deep potential, all tun-
neling and interaction terms between neighbouring wells
are neglibible and resulting in an array of elementary
building blocks n, each containing both species. The
Hamiltonian has the form Hˆ =
∑
n Hˆn with Hˆn =∑
s,n
(
Hˆs,n + Hˆss,n
)
+ HˆNL,n + HˆSCC,n and
Hˆs,n =
∑
α
Es,α(B)bˆ
†
s,α,nbˆs,α,n , (S4a)
Hˆss,n = X
s
11bˆ
†
s,1,nbˆ
†
s,1,nbˆs,1,nbˆs,1,n +X
s
00bˆ
†
s,0,nbˆ
†
s,0,nbˆs,0,nbˆs,0,n + 2X
s
10bˆ
†
s,1,nbˆ
†
s,0,nbˆs,1,nbˆs,0,n , (S4b)
HˆNL,n = X
Mix
11 bˆ
†
N,1,nbˆN,1,nbˆ
†
L,1,nbˆL,1,n +X
Mix
00 bˆ
†
N,0,nbˆN,0,nbˆ
†
L,0,nbˆL,0,n (S4c)
+XMix10 bˆ
†
N,1,nbˆN,1,nbˆ
†
L,0,nbˆL,0,n +X
Mix
10 bˆ
†
N,0,nbˆN,0,nbˆ
†
L,1,nbˆL,1,n , (S4d)
HˆSCC,n = X
SCC
[
bˆ†N,0,nbˆ
†
L,1,nbˆN,1,nbˆL,0,n + bˆ
†
N,1,nbˆ
†
L,0,nbˆN,0,nbˆL,1,n
]
. (S4e)
The precise values of the energy levels E and interaction
constants X depend on the details of the optical lattice
and the corresponding Wannier functions Φs,α,n(x).
We then identify the gauge fields on the building block
via the Schwinger representation of angular momentum
operators,
Lˆ+,n = bˆ
†
N,0,nbˆN,1,n , (S5a)
Lˆ−,n = bˆ
†
N,1,nbˆN,0,n , (S5b)
Lˆz,n =
1
2
(
bˆ†N,0,nbˆN,0,n − bˆ†N,1,nbˆN,1,n
)
. (S5c)
The matter fields on a building block, however, are par-
tially associated with the two neighbouring internal de-
grees of freedom according to
bˆn =
(
bˆn,p
bˆn,v
)
, bˆn,p = bˆL,n−1,0 , bˆn,v = bˆL,n,1 . (S6)
The matter fields carry a U(1) charge Qˆn, which enters
the Gauß’ law operators Gˆn as
Qˆn = bˆnbˆn = bˆ
†
n,pbˆn,p + bˆ
†
n,vbˆn,v , (S7a)
Gˆn = Lˆz,n − Lˆz,n−1 − Qˆn . (S7b)
This construction ensures Gauß’ law,[
Gˆn, Hˆ
]
=
[
Gˆn, HˆSCC,n + HˆSCC,n−1
]
= 0, be-
cause
[
Lˆz,n, HˆSCC,n
]
−
[
Lˆz,n−1, HˆSCC,n−1
]
=[
Qˆn, HˆSCC,n + HˆSCC,n−1
]
. Physically, a global
U(1) symmetry due to the conservation of the total
magnetization, which arises from angular momentum
conservation, is localized on each building block. This
localization, which is achieved by associating a building
block n with a link n and components of the matter
fields on the neighbouring lattice sites n and n+ 1, is the
8key to the scalability of our proposal.
Finally, we connect the building blocks to an extended
one-dimensional system by the term
HΩ = h¯Ω
∑
n
(
bˆ†L,n,1bˆL,n−1,0 + h.c.
)
= h¯Ω
∑
n
(
bˆ†n,vbˆn,p + h.c.
)
, (S8)
which can be realized, e.g., with laser-assisted tunnel-
ing. Crucially, this connection respects Gauß’ law,[
HΩ, Gˆn
]
=
[
HΩ, Qˆn
]
= 0. The resulting lattice model
is similar to our previous proposal [12] with Dirac fermions
replaced by two-component bosons,
Hˆ/h¯ =
∑
n
{
χ Lˆ2z,n + Ω bˆ
†
nσxbˆn (S9)
+λ
[
bˆ†n,vL−,nbˆn+1,p + h.c.
]}
+ (other gauge-invariant terms) .
With fermions instead of the bosons bˆ, the first line above
is the Hamiltonian of lattice QED with Wilson fermions.
In this case, we can relate the constants χ,Ω and λ with
the electric coupling e, the fermion mass m and the lattice
spacing a as
χ↔ ae
2
2
, Ω↔ m+ 1
a
, λ↔ 1
a
√
` (`+ 1)
, (S10)
where ` is the spin length of the gauge fields.
THE BUILDING BLOCK
In the following, we focus on a single building block
n of the extended proposal, as realized in the present
experiment. To this end, we consider only two matter
field components, bˆp = bˆL,n,0 and bˆv = bˆL,n,1, together
with a single spin Lˆ = Lˆn. The microscopic Hamiltonian
conserves the total magnetization Mˆ and the total particle
numbers NˆL, NˆN . To simplify the Hamiltonian of a single
building block, we assume an initial state with fixed
magnetization M and particle numbers NN , NL. After
some algebra, we obtain the building block Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (1) of the main text,
up to constants involving only the conserved numbers
NN , NL and M . The Hamiltonian is gauge-invariant
because it commutes with the two reduced Gauß’ law
operators associated with neighbouring lattice sites,
Gˆ′n = Lˆz + bˆ
†
pbˆp , Gˆ
′
n+1 = −Lˆz + bˆ†vbˆv . (S11)
The parameters are given by
∆ = − [δLext − δNext + δLint − δNint (S12a)
+
χNL
2
(NN −NL) + 2M
{
−χL − χNL
2
}]
,
(S12b)
χ = −χN − χL − χNL , (S12c)
λ = XSCC , (S12d)
where we abbreviated the effective interaction constants
χs = − [Xs00 +Xs11 − 2Xs10] = [Xs11 −Xs00], the mean-
field energy shifts δsint = [X
s
11 −Xs00] (Ns−1) = χs(Ns−1)
and the single-particle energy level differences δsext =
Es,1−Es,0. The interaction constants are calculated from
the relevant overlap integrals by rescaling the microscopic
parameters as Xsαβ = I
s
αβ
gsαβ
2 , X
Mis
αβ = I
Mix
αβ g
Mix
αβ and
XSCC = IMix10 g
SCC with
Isαβ =
∫
x
Φ2s,α,n(x)Φ
2
s,β,n(x) , (S13a)
IMixαβ =
∫
x
Φ2N,α,n(x)Φ
2
L,β,n(x) , (S13b)
where we have chosen real basis functions Φ. From the
known experimental parameters, we estimate the overlap
integrals from the initial mean-field BEC wave-function
Φs,1,n with all atoms of both species in the mF = 1 state
by setting Φs,1,n = Φs,0,n. We have calculated the nec-
essary wave-functions by imaginary-time propagation of
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation corresponding to full micro-
scopic Hamiltonian. In the experiment, we tune the mag-
netization M through the initial value of the spin Lz(0)
and the magnetic field B. To quantify this dependence,
we split ∆ = ∆0 + ∆LLz,N (0)/LN + ∆B(B − BA)/BA,
which holds for (B−BA) BA and fixed initial condition
for the Li atoms. With the given experimental and mi-
croscopic parameters, we obtain the following estimates:
χth
2pi
≈ 21.42 mHz , (S14a)
λth
2pi
≈ 123.7 µHz , (S14b)
∆th0
2pi
≈ −31 Hz , (S14c)
∆thL
2pi
≈ 6.546 kHz , (S14d)
∆thB
2pi
≈ −1.669 kHz . (S14e)
EFFECTIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING
BLOCK DYNAMICS
We find that all experimental data is well described by
the building block Hamiltonian in the mean-field approx-
imation with a phenomenological damping term. The
9deviation from the mean-field building block can be un-
derstood from considering experimental imperfections,
such as fluctuating initial conditions and spatial inho-
mogeneities, or quantum fluctuations. These lead to a
decoherence of the observed oscillations and renormalize
the building block parameters. The damping is charac-
terized by a decoherence time scale 1/γ, which is deter-
mined by fitting the envelope of the oscillation in Fig. 3B
with an exponential decay, yielding 1/γ = 46(12)ms, i.e.
γ/2pi = 3.54(94) Hz.
In practice, we solve the dynamics arising from the
Hamilonian in Eq. (1) of the main text in the mean-
field approximation. For convenience, we rewrite it in
terms of two coupled effective spins of length LN =
NN/2 and LL = NL/2 by using the Schwinger repre-
sentation also for Li. Then the Hamiltonian becomes
H/h¯ = χL2z,N + ∆Lz,L + 2λ (Lx,NLx,L + Ly,NLy,L). We
take the damping into account by modifying the resulting
equations of motion as
∂tLx,N = −2χLz,NLy,N + 2λLz,NLy,L − γ
2
Lx,N ,
(S15a)
∂tLy,N = 2χLz,NLx,N − 2λLz,NLx,L − γ
2
Ly,N ,
(S15b)
∂tLz,N = 2λ(Ly,NLx,L − Lx,NLy,L) , (S15c)
∂tLx,L = −∆Ly,L + 2λLz,LLy,N − γ
2
Lx,L , (S15d)
∂tLy,L = ∆Lx,L − 2λLz,LLx,N − γ
2
Ly,L , (S15e)
∂tLz,L = 2λ(Ly,LLx,N − Lx,LLy,N ) , (S15f)
with initial conditions LL(0) = (0, 0,−1) × LL and
LN (0) = (cos θ, 0, sin θ)×LN . Here, θ ∈ [−pi, pi] is chosen
in accordance to the quench that initiates the dynamics.
We fit the numerical solution to the resonance data via the
observable Np = Lz,L +LL. To this end, we assume that
∆ = ∆0 + ∆LLz,N (0)/LN + ∆B(B −BA)/BA. This de-
pendence of ∆ on the initial spin Lz,N (0) (for fixed LL(0))
and the magnetic field B is analogous to the functional
form derived in the previous section for an ideal building
block. We obtain the effective model parameters χ, λ,∆0
and ∆L from a single fit to the data shown in Fig. 4A
with given γ. Fixing these parameters, ∆B is determined
by a second fit to the data of Fig. 4B-D. Explicitly, the
fits yield the following set of model parameters describing
all experimental data:
χ
2pi
= 8.802(8) mHz , (S16a)
λ
2pi
= 16.4(6) µHz , (S16b)
∆0
2pi
= −4.8(16) Hz , (S16c)
∆L
2pi
= 2.681(1) kHz , (S16d)
∆B
2pi
= −519.3(3) Hz . (S16e)
Comparing to the microscopic ab initio estimates gives
χth/χ ≈ 2.4 , (S17a)
λth/λ ≈ 7.6 , (S17b)
∆th0 /∆0 ≈ 6.4 , (S17c)
∆thL /∆L ≈ 2.5 , (S17d)
∆thB /∆B ≈ 3.2 . (S17e)
The estimates are larger than the measured values by
factors of about 2 to 8, which hints at a systematic un-
certainty in the microscopic parameters that enter the
ab initio calculation. Nevertheless, all values lie in the
right order of magnitude. Importantly, the signs agree,
such that the qualitative nature of the shift due to B and
Lz,N is predicted in agreement with the experiment.
In terms of the two coupled spins, the resonance can
also be understood more intuitively as follows. In our
case, LN ≈ 6LL and thus by angular momentum con-
servation the component Lz,N can not change much (at
most ∼ 17%) in the course of the dynamics. Now, if the
spins were not coupled, they would rotate in the (x, y)-
plane with frequencies given by 2χLz,N and ∆. If the two
frequencies were very different, the coupling ∝ λ would
average out. Therefore 2χLz,N ∼ ∆ gives an approximate
condition for the resonance (assuming approximately con-
stant Lz,N ). Solving this condition for Lz,N with the
fitted experimental paramters gives the following reso-
nance estimates for the four magnetic fields employed in
the experiment:
Lz,N
LN
∣∣∣∣
resonance
=
∆0 + ∆B (B −BA) /BA
χNN −∆L (S18)
∈ {0.12(4),−0.18(4),−0.47(5),−0.78(6)} ,
B ∈ {BA, BB, BC, BD} .
The actual peak position is not accurately reproduced
because the employed resonance condition is not quantita-
tive for the employed particle numbers and nonlinearities
of the equations of motion modify the resonance. Never-
theless, the qualitative shift of the resonance peak is well
captured.
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